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Actionable knowledge has been qualitatively and intensively studied in the social
sciences. Its marriage with data mining is only a recent story. On the one hand,
data mining has been booming for a while and has attracted an increasing variety
of increasing applications. On the other, it is a reality that the so-called knowledge
discovered from data by following the classic frameworks often cannot support
meaningful decision-making actions. This shows the poor relationship and sig-
nificant gap between data mining research and practice, and between knowledge,
power, and action, and forms an increasing imbalance between research outcomes
and business needs. Thorough and innovative retrospection and thinking are
timely in bridging the gaps and promoting data mining toward next-generation
research and development: namely, the paradigm shift from knowledge discovery
from data to actionable knowledge discovery and delivery. C© 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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ISSUES WITH CURRENT KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY FROM DATA

Actionable knowledge ‘is not only relevant to the
world of practice, it is the knowledge that peo-

ple use to create that world’.1 Actionable knowledge
is not a new concept in social science and business
domains. It has been discussed very intensively in
areas such as business management,2,3 organization
science,4 management science,5,6 and alike. However,
the engagement of actionable knowledge with data
mining has only taken place in recent years,7–9 espe-
cially in retrospection on deliverable effectiveness in
supporting decision-making action-taking.

Data mining seeks to extract interesting patterns
from data. In recent decades, data mining has boomed
as an emerging discipline, and has been featured by
an increasingly large number of publications. In ap-
plications, however, we see only a few commercially
available data mining products (some of them includ-
ing statistical aspects) on the market. These products
often lead to patterns, or so-called knowledge discov-
ered in data, which either evidence existing domain
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observations or commonsense, or cannot be used for
taking decision-making actions at all. This reflects the
emergence of an extreme and overwhelming imbal-
ance between a massive number of research publica-
tions and rare workable products/systems.

In recent years, more and more data mining re-
searchers with strong practices or first-hand indus-
trial experience have recognized the critical prob-
lems and challenges associated with data mining
research.10–19 This retrospection has triggered the first
round of a paradigm shift, namely, from ‘data min-
ing’ to ‘knowledge discovery’,18 to discover hidden
and interesting knowledge from data. Typical re-
search includes research on subjective measures,20–22

unexpectedness,23,24 novelty,25 actionable rules,26 ac-
tion rules,27,28 and interpretability.11 However, it is
argued that the ‘knowledge’ discovered from data
is not powerful enough for ‘direct’ and ‘decisive’29

problem-solving. Here, ‘direct’ means there is no need
to further manipulate the knowledge discovered and
‘decisive’ indicates decision-making actions for de-
sired results when it is used for problem-solving.

In industry and business, an even more obvi-
ous trend is that more and more practitioners are
urging the transformation from data to actionable
knowledge, to make data mining useful for real-
world applications30 in health,31 retail,29 intrusion
detection,32 web logs33 and to generally upgrade or-
ganizational competitive advantage.5
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The reality facing the knowledge discovery in
databases (KDD) community seems to be unpleas-
ant. The imbalanced situation has never been thor-
oughly addressed; rather, it seems more and more
serious.14 From the system science perspective, KDD-
based problem-solving is a system, which involves not
only data itself, but also the environment of knowl-
edge discovery, and delivering decisions to applica-
tion needs. However, in the traditional KDD frame-
work, data are the focus, and the environment is of-
ten simplified, if not ignored. Decisions are often too
simple, straightforward or far removed from the ex-
pectations of business problem-solving. A typical and
increasing scenario is that a very limited proportion
of the increasingly enormous number of annual pub-
lications in the community is able to support opera-
ble/workable decision-making in the real world.

In KDD projects, we often face the following
scenarios:

• Data miner: ‘I have found something interest-
ing!’ ‘Many patterns have been found!’ ‘They
satisfy my technical metric thresholds very
well!’

• Business people: ‘So what?’, ‘They are just
commonsense.’ ‘I don’t care about them.’
‘I don’t understand them.’ ‘How can I use
them?’

From the technical and engineering perspective,
many issues seem to be overlooked in classic data min-
ing. Let us take financial data mining as an example:

• Problem dynamics and interaction in a sys-
tem: market dynamics such as coupling be-
tween two stock prices are often overlooked
in modeling.

• Problem environment: a time-series model is
built on closing prices which is applied to rep-
resent the market dynamics.

• Business processes, organizational factors,
and constraints: a trading pattern is discov-
ered without differentiating among types of
orders, market, and investors.

• Human involvement: a trading rule captures
historical trading patterns but not the in-
vestor’s intention.

• Knowledge discovered: if frequent pattern
mining is used to identify frequent trading
patterns, we may find very many ‘interesting’
patterns. However, almost all of them may be
unworkable, because they may just reflect the

majority’s trading behaviors which are not in-
teresting to investors.

• Evaluation: a frequent trading pattern with
high confidence but low Sharpe ratio when
applied to a market.

The above problems come from the gap between
academic objectives and business goals, and between
academic outputs and business expectations. To uti-
lize its unique power of enabling smart businesses
and transforming business and industry by provid-
ing smart decisions, it is worthwhile asking ourselves
what is ‘wrong’ with ‘discovering knowledge from
data’? What is ‘inconsistent’ between the underly-
ing KDD methodologies, research intentions, and fo-
cus and the needs of real-life problem-solving? Why
and where does the imbalance occur? How do these
gaps arise? Most importantly, how should the exist-
ing KDD paradigm be transformed into one that can
product actionable knowledge for decision-making?

GAP ANALYSIS

To gain a better understanding of knowledge
actionability,34 we explore the gaps appearing in
data mining. Although it is complicated to scrutinize
true reasons and to discover effective solutions for
the above ‘wrongness’ or ‘inconsistency’, deep gap
analysis and thorough retrospection about traditional
KDD, and therefore innovative thinking and interdis-
ciplinary interaction, are helpful to determine possible
actions.

Gaps between Delivered and Desired
There may be gaps between knowledge, power, and
action35,36 in existing data mining methodologies. Let
us firstly try to understand where the gaps are located.
We observe this from the macrolevel by focusing on
methodological issues surrounding traditional KDD
research.17

On the one hand, from the research culture per-
spective, we often:

• Concentrate on innovative algorithms and
patterns;

• Only check the interestingness of identified
patterns from the technical significance per-
spective;

• Do not really perceive or care about the needs
of business people;

• Do not take the business environment into
account; or
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• Oversimplify data, surroundings, and prob-
lem definition.

On the other hand, practitioners and business
analysts value something different, for example,

• Can it solve my business problem, or will it
lead to what I expect?

• Has it considered the surrounding social, en-
vironmental, and organizational factors?

• Can I interpret it in my business language,
experience, and knowledge?

• Can I easily adjust it as I need by following
my business rules and processes?

• Can it make my job more efficient rather than
causing new issues?

• Can it be easily integrated into my business
rules, operational systems, and workflow?

• What could be the impact on business if I use
it? Is that manageable?

Consequently, we see the gaps between
academia and business in goals, factors involved, out-
puts, deliverable presentation modes, evaluation, and
impact:

• Gap between a converted research issue and
its actual business nature;

• Gap between academic objectives and busi-
ness goals;

• Gap between technical significance and busi-
ness interest;

• Gap between identified patterns and deliver-
ables expected by business; and

• Gap between the deliverables from data min-
ers and the eventual entities deployed into
problem-solvers.

The above gaps result in the imbalance emerging
in the KDD community and this imbalance embodied
in many aspects, for instance,

• Algorithm imbalance: many published algo-
rithms versus few that are actually workable
in the business environment;

• Pattern imbalance: many patterns mined ver-
sus a very small portion if any is eventually
used;

• Evaluation imbalance: technical performance
validated versus no check for business interest
or business impact;

• Decision power imbalance: impressive (tech-
nical) performance claimed versus very few
that can either be used directly or be con-
verted to support decision-making actions
and achieve business expectation.

The knowledge we often see is ‘passive’, present-
ing information on surface level with little context or
background. Such passive knowledge really does not
tell us much about how to act and on what to act
upon. What decision-makers need is ‘active’ knowl-
edge with power to work, which is compelling and
powerful for action-taking and decision-making. To
narrow them, what we need to do is to convert passive
data (knowledge) into active knowledge or directly
produce active knowledge.

Aspects for Narrowing Gaps
The above gap analysis shows that it is not easy to dis-
cover actionable knowledge.37 With respect to such
gaps, let us discuss what aspects can be explored fur-
ther to narrow down the gaps. We observe this from
both macrolevel and microlevel perspectives.14,17,38

On the macrolevel, aspects are related to
methodological and fundamental issues, including
key elements: environment, human role, process, in-
frastructure, dynamics, evaluation, risk policy, and
deliverability.

• Environment: Refers to any factors surround-
ing data mining models and systems; for in-
stance, domain factors, constraints, expert
groups, organizational factors, social factors,
business processes, and workflows. Some fac-
tors such as constraints have been considered
in current data mining research, but many
others have not. It is essential to represent,
model, and involve them in KDD systems and
processes.

• Human role: To handle many complex prob-
lems, human-centered and human-mining-
cooperated KDD is necessary. Challenging
problems related to this include how to in-
volve domain experts and expert groups in
the mining process, and how to allocate the
roles between human and mining systems.

• Process: Real-world problem-solving has to
cater for dynamic and iterative involvement of
environmental elements and domain experts
along the way.

• Infrastructure: The engagement of environ-
mental elements and humans at run time in
a dynamic and interactive way requires an
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open system with closed-loop interaction and
feedback.39 KDD infrastructures need to pro-
vide facilities to support such scenarios.

• Dynamics: To deal with the dynamics in data
distribution from training to testing and from
one domain to another is essential, in domain
and organizational factors, human cognition
and knowledge, the expectation of deliver-
ables, and in business processes and systems.

• Evaluation: Interestingness needs to be
balanced between technical and business
perspectives from both subjective22 and
objective40,41 aspects; special attention needs
to be paid to deliverable formats, their action-
ability, and generalizable capability, as well as
to securing the support of domain experts.

• Risk: Risk needs to be measured in terms of its
presence and magnitude, if any, in conducting
a KDD project and system.

• Policy: Data mining tasks often involve pol-
icy issues such as security, privacy and trust
which exist not only in the data and environ-
ment, but also in the use and management
of data mining findings in an organization’s
environment.

• Delivery: This includes determining the right
form of delivery and presentation of KDD
models and findings so that end users can eas-
ily interpret, execute, utilize, and manage the
resulting models and findings, and integrate
them into business processes and production
systems.

On the microlevel, aspects related to technical
and engineering issues that support KDD need to be
addressed. Listed below are a few dimensions that ad-
dress these concerns: architecture, procedure, interac-
tion, adaptation, actionability, and deliverability.

• Architecture: KDD system architectures need
to be effective and flexible for incorporating
and consolidating specific environmental el-
ements, KDD processes, evaluation systems,
and final deliverables.

• Procedure: Tools and facilities supporting
the KDD process and workflow are neces-
sary, from business understanding, data un-
derstanding, and human–system interaction
to the assessment, delivery, and execution of
deliverables.

• Interaction: To cater for interaction with busi-
ness people throughout the KDD process, ap-

propriate user interfaces, user modeling and
servicing are required to support individuals
and group interactions.

• Adaptation: Data, environmental elements,
and business expectations change all the time.
KDD systems, models, and evaluation met-
rics are required to be adaptive for handling
differences and changes in dynamic data dis-
tributions, cross domains, changing business
situations, and user needs and expectations.

• Actionability: What do we mean by ‘action-
ability’? How can we measure it? What is the
tradeoff between technical and business sides?
Do subjective and objective perspectives mat-
ter? This requires essential metrics and inte-
gration mechanisms to be developed.

• Deliverable: End users certainly feel more
comfortable if the models and patterns de-
livered can be presented in a business-friendly
way and be compatible with business oper-
ational systems and rules. In this sense, it is
necessary for KDD deliverables to be easily in-
terpretable, convertible into or presented in a
business-oriented way such as business rules,
and to be linked to decision-making systems.

The above discussions contribute to this insight:
KDD-based problem-solving is expected to be a pro-
cess and system for discovering and delivering action-
able knowledge.42 Such actionable knowledge dis-
covery and delivery (AKD) needs to systematically
consider/involve problems, data, environment, model
and decisions, as well as optimization43 in KDD. This
brings us to the methodology of domain driven data
mining.14

AN AKD FRAMEWORK

To enable the discovery of actionable knowledge,
AKD is proposed to narrow the gaps in KDD. As
a framework for AKD, domain-driven data min-
ing (D3M)14 has been proposed to analyze the un-
derlying problems and challenges facing traditional
KDD methodology and systems to develop appropri-
ate methodology and techniques to tackle the prob-
lems and changes that will enable AKD as well as
the real-life problem-solving and decision support by
KDD deliverables.

AKD Problem Statement
Rather than focusing on what happens in the cur-
rent KDD, we prefer to observe the nature of
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KDD-based problem-solving from an interdisci-
plinary perspective, by integrating the methodolo-
gies from other disciplines including system sciences,
cybernetics, and complex systems.44 This perspec-
tive produces a multidimensional view of AKD-based
problem-solving. AKD is a six-dimension-based opti-
mization process o14–17,45,46:

AKD ::= optimization(problem, data, environment,

model, decision). (1)

1. Problem: a problem is the KDD target, com-
posed of data, business, environment and
needs, contributing to corresponding KDD
objectives and business analytical goals, and
to the eventual evaluation and validation of
KDD findings.

2. Data: extracted in a business problem, reflect-
ing a mapping between a business problem-
based space and an extracted/converted
object-based space for decisions; risk often
starts from conducting the mapping.

3. Environment: a problem and its data are
enclosed in a certain environment, embod-
ied through organizational or social factors,
which need to be considered for a complete
and genuine understanding of the problem;
however, they are easily neglected, filtered,
destroyed, or simplified in data extraction and
analysis.

4. Model: a model is an appropriate tool to con-
nect the data to proper decisions by address-
ing the underlying problem within an envi-
ronment; a model is biased if it is not fully
reflective of the problem, data, environment,
or decision.

5. Decision: a decision is presented in terms
of identified patterns or knowledge through
KDD, which is believed to be an overarching
solution addressing the underlying problem.

6. Optimization: optimization seeks a perfect
match between the model and problem, data,
environment, and decision against expecta-
tions.

Let us further discuss how the above AKD
framework can be executed in the real world. First,
AKD is a problem-solving process that progresses
business problems (�, with problem status τ ) to
problem-solving solutions (�)15,47,48:

�(.|τ ) → �(). (2)

The process of finding problem-solving solu-
tions (�()) is a procedure to find the actionable pattern
set ˜P through employing all valid models M.

AKDmi ∈M −→ Op∈PAct(p), (3)

where P = Pm1U Pm2 , · · · ,U Pmn , Act(.) is the evalua-
tion function, O(.) is the optimization function to ex-
tract actionable pattern p̃ ( p̃ ∈ P̃ ⊂ P), where Act( p̃)
beats a given benchmark.

For a pattern p, Act(p) can be further measured
in terms of technical actionability (ta(p)) and business
actionability (ba(p)).

Act(p) = I(ti (p), bi (p)), (4)

where I(.) is an objective function for aggregating the
contributions of all particular aspects of actionability
from problem, data, environment, model, and deci-
sion.

Further, Act(p) can be described in terms of ob-
jective (o) and subjective (s) factors from both techni-
cal (t) and business (b) perspectives:

Act(p) = to(x, p̃) ∧ ts(x, p̃) ∧ bo(x, p̃) ∧ bs(x, p̃), (5)

where operator ‘∧’ indicates the ‘aggregation’ of the
specific aspect of actionability. We say that p is truly
actionable (i.e., p̃) both to academia and business if
it satisfies the following condition:
IF

∀p ∈ ˜P, ∃x : to(x, p) ∧ ts(x, p) ∧ bo(x, p)

∧ bs(x, p) → Act(p) (6)

THEN:

p → p̃. (7)

Further, let ˜P = { p̃1, p̃2, · · · , p̃Z} be an action-
able pattern set mined by method mn for the given
problem � (its data set is DB), in which each pattern
p̃z is actionable for the problem-solving if it satisfies
the following conditions:

1.a. ti ( p̃z) ≥ ti,0; indicating the pattern p̃z satisfy-
ing technical actionability ti with threshold
ti,0;

1.b. bi ( p̃z) ≥ bi,0; indicating the pattern p̃z satis-
fying business actionability bi with threshold
bi,0;

1.c. R : τ1
A,mn( p̃z)−→ τ2; the pattern can support busi-

ness problem-solving (R) by taking action A,
and can correspondingly transform the prob-
lem status from initially nonoptimal state τ 1

to greatly improved state τ 2.
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Actionable knowledge (patterns) can lead to ef-
fective actions for better results (decision, answer,
conclusion, etc.). The process of discovering action-
able knowledge, or AKD, forms a framework that
engages knowledge discovery on data with problem
and environment toward optimal evaluation and de-
cisions to satisfy both technical and business expecta-
tion from objective and subjective perspectives. This
differentiates AKD from the normal KDD process.

Due to the inconsistency that often exists in dif-
ferent aspects, we frequently find that the identified
patterns only fit into one of the following subsets:

Act(p) → {{tact
i , bact

i }, {¬tact
i , bact

i },
{tact

i ,¬bact
i }, {¬tact

i ,¬bact
i }} (8)

where ‘¬’ indicates the corresponding element is not
satisfactory. In real-world data mining, it is often very
challenging to find the most actionable patterns that
are associated with both ‘optimal’ tact

i and ‘optimal’
bact

i . Clearly, AKD favors patterns confirming the re-
lationship {tact

i , bact
i }.

Actionability Computing
Actionability means the power to work, which is an
optimal outcome and objective from AKD through
the best integration of six core dimensions. Conse-
quently, actionability is also embodied through each
dimension and its integration:

1. Actionability on problem reflects the depth
and width of our understanding of the under-
lying problem, its surroundings, constraints,
and expected outcomes from AKD.

2. Actionability on data reflects the depth and
width of our understanding of the underlying
data complexity, structure, volume, dimen-
sionality, type, speed, and dynamics.

3. Actionability on environment reflects the
depth and width of our understanding of hu-
man, domain, organizational, and social as-
pects, as well as interactions and dynamics
surrounding the problem and data.

4. Actionability on model reflects the quality of
the models selected to understand the prob-
lem, data, and environment.

5. Actionability on decision reflects the opera-
tional power of the AKD deliverables for di-
rect and effective problem-solving.

6. Actionability on optimization reflects the best
mapping from the underlying problem to the
expected decisions made by AKD models and
the best combination of all dimensions.

In essence, actionability is the quality and power
of AKD outcomes for effective decision-making and
problem-solving. For different purposes, actionabil-
ity may be interpreted in terms of varying terms, for
instance,

• Autonomy of the deliverables for direct use
in an unattended problem-solving process or
system,

• Deliverability and transferability of the iden-
tified patterns and knowledge from data min-
ers to business people, and from one domain
to another,

• Dependability of the identified patterns and
knowledge,

• Explainability and interpretability49 of the
identified patterns and knowledge,

• Impact of the deliverables leading to what is
expected by business,

• Repeatability of the proposed algorithms and
methods,

• Semantics and understandability of deliver-
ables for seamless integration into business
ontology and machine-based understanding
and use, and

• Trust of the proposed algorithms and meth-
ods, as well as identified patterns and knowl-
edge, without security and privacy offense
and risk to the underlying problem and en-
vironment.

Actionability computing therefore emerges as
an interesting research issue in AKD. While from the
quantitative perspective, Formula (5) reflects the over-
all interpretation of actionability computing, there
are many open issues to be further explored; for
instance, how to represent and quantify the trust,
autonomy, semantics quality of my fraud detection
model for online banking fraud control. This leads to
many new opportunities, as suggested by the follow-
ing topics, for further exploration in creating action-
able knowledge6:

• What are the key attributes for actionable
knowledge? How can knowledge be both sci-
entifically rigorous and practically useful?

• One aspect of actionable knowledge involves
disseminating our research to practitioners so
that they understand it and are willing to act
on it. What forms of diffusion are most ef-
fective for this purpose? What kinds of com-
munication and messages gain practitioners’
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attention and understanding? What are the
mechanisms for translating research into
practice?

• What research methods are likely to con-
tribute to actionable knowledge? How open
are we to different research methods? How
can research questions be formulated and ex-
amined so the subsequent findings are likely
to be implemented?

• A good deal of actionable knowledge is tacit
and exists only in practice. How do we cap-
ture and make sense of such knowledge? How
do we study it scientifically?

• Generating actionable knowledge involves an
inherent tension between two radically differ-
ent cultures: science that seeks knowledge that
is internally valid and generalizable, and prac-
tice that asks for useful answers to situation-
specific problems. How might these compet-
ing demands be managed so that there is
greater appreciation and dialogue between the
two cultures? What does each culture stand
to gain and lose from interacting with the
other? What should be the relationship be-
tween practitioners and researchers?

• How can practitioners help researchers for-
mulate, conduct, and disseminate their re-
search in more actionable ways? How can
they inform researchers about the tacit dimen-
sions of their practice? What valuable lessons
can practitioners teach researchers, and how
can this be done so that researchers will listen?

• How can we help practitioners become better
consumers of knowledge about management?
Can they be inoculated against fads?

• What can our scholarly journals do to
close the gap between research and practice?
Should authors be held accountable for re-
flecting on the action possibilities of their find-
ings? Should the implications for practice be
more than an afterthought?

AKD Concept Map
A high-level concept map for developing AKD
methodology and techniques consists of the follow-
ing layers: domain problem, ubiquitous intelligence,
theoretical foundation, supporting technique, and ac-
tionability computing:

• Domain problem: This, in general, targets
complex knowledge from complex data in
domain-specific applications and problems

that cannot be well-handled by existing data
mining and knowledge discovery techniques.
Such problems may include domain problems
from retail to government to social network,
from either a sector or a specific business
problem perspective.

• Ubiquitous intelligence: This refers to the in-
telligence surrounding AKD problem-solving,
from data to domain, organizational, social
and human aspects, and the representation,
synthesis, and consolidation of respective in-
telligence for AKD-based problem-solving.

• Theoretical foundation: This refers to the fun-
damental theories to enable AKD, either bor-
rowed from many relevant disciplines from
the information sciences to social sciences, or
invented for data sciences and analytics sci-
ences, targeting the establishment of a fam-
ily of scientific foundations for dealing with
increasingly emergent complexities and chal-
lenges in data and analytics.

• Supporting technique: This refers to AKD
techniques and tools to engage and consoli-
date ubiquitous intelligence, support knowl-
edge representation and deliverables, cater for
project and process management, and imple-
ment decision-making pursuant to the find-
ings.

• Actionability computing: This refers to the
quantification of the decision-making power
of identified knowledge and deliverables by
AKD, and the presentation, delivery, and im-
pact of AKD findings for direct decision-
making.

A serious address of the above key components
in AKD demands the engagement and support needed
to cater for problem, data, environment, model, deci-
sion, and optimization in KDD, and the reshaping of
KDD processes, modeling and outcomes from techni-
cal, procedural, and business perspectives.

Ubiquitous Intelligence
The success of AKD relies on involving and integrat-
ing ubiquitous intelligence14,50 in a domain-specific
application. This involves data intelligence, domain
intelligence, network intelligence, human intelligence,
and social intelligence, as well as the synthesis of ubiq-
uitous intelligence.

Data intelligence indicates interesting infor-
mation and stories about a business problem for-
mation or driving forces. Typical efforts are on
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handling data complexity such as on large-scale,
multidimensional/high-dimensional, online/real time,
social media, multimedia, dynamic, highly frequent,
uncertain, noisy, mixed structure aspects. Apart from
the usual focus on exploring complexity from data
structure, quantity, speed, and characteristics from
the individual data object perspective, coupling and
interaction between data objects have not been seri-
ously considered, yet they present challenges to AKD,
such as what may happen if dependency between ob-
jects is considered in a similarity-based clustering pro-
cess.

Domain intelligence emerges from domain fac-
tors and resources that not only wrap a problem
and its target data but also assist in problem under-
standing and problem-solving. Domain intelligence
involves qualitative and quantitative aspects. These
are instantiated in terms of aspects such as domain
knowledge, background information, prior knowl-
edge, expert knowledge, constraints, organization
factors, business process, and workflow, as well as
environment intelligence, business expectation, and
interestingness.

Human intelligence refers to explicit or direct
involvement of human empirical knowledge, belief,
intention, expectation, run-time supervision, evalua-
tion, and expert groups in AKD. It also concerns the
implicit or indirect involvement of human intelligence
such as imaginary thinking, emotional intelligence, in-
spiration, brainstorm, reasoning inputs, and embod-
ied cognition such as convergent thinking through in-
teraction with other members in dynamic data mining
and assessing identified patterns.

Network intelligence emerges from both web in-
telligence and broad-based network intelligence such
as information and resource distribution, linkages
among distributed objects, hidden communities and
groups, information and resources from network,
and, in particular, the web, information retrieval,
searching, and structuralization from distributed and
textual data. The information and facilities from the
networks surrounding the target business problem ei-
ther consist of the problem constituents, or contribute
to useful information for actionable knowledge dis-
covery. Therefore, they should be catered for in AKD.

Social intelligence refers to the intelligence that
lies behind group interactions, behaviors51 and cor-
responding regulation. Social intelligence covers both
human social intelligence and animat/agent-based so-
cial intelligence. Human social intelligence is related
to aspects such as social interaction, group goals and
intention, social cognition, emotional intelligence,
consensus construction, and group decision. Social
intelligence is often associated with social network

intelligence and collective interaction, as well as busi-
ness rules, law, trust, and reputation for governing
the emergence and use of social intelligence.

The use of ubiquitous intelligence may take one
of the following two paths: single intelligence engage-
ment and multiaspect intelligence engagement. Ex-
amples of single intelligence engagement are the in-
volvement of domain knowledge in data mining and
the consideration of user preferences in data mining.
Multiaspect intelligence engagement aims to integrate
ubiquitous intelligence as needed. It is very challeng-
ing but inevitable in mining complex enterprise appli-
cations. It is often very difficult to integrate every type
of intelligence into one data mining system, in addi-
tion to the challenges of modeling and involving a spe-
cific type of intelligence. New data mining methodolo-
gies and techniques need to be developed to involve
ubiquitous intelligence in AKD. The theory of meta-
synthetic engineering,44, 52–54 agent mining,55–58 and
integration of ubiquitous intelligence59 may provide
useful clues for synthesizing ubiquitous intelligence in
the AKD process.

DEPLOYMENT

Opportunities
The gaps between the aims of AKD and the existing
situation of KDD research and development disclose
great opportunities for AKD research and develop-
ment. We list the following observations from which
we can further develop KDD:

• Complex applications: While any applica-
tions could be linked to AKD, we are particu-
larly interested in complex applications (rep-
resented in the complexity of a problem, data,
or environment). Complex enterprise applica-
tions will propose major functional and non-
functional requirements that cannot be han-
dled by existing KDD approaches, and will
drive the development of AKD toward novel
and effective methodologies, algorithms, and
tools.54

• Complex data: Data is becoming more com-
plex in many aspects from type, volume,
structure, speed, and dimensionality to dy-
namics. More powerful tools are needed to
tackle such data complexity, as well as to con-
sider similarity, dependency, and interaction
between data points.

• Complex behaviors: Behavior can be seen
everywhere, and is an essential object in
analyzing applications and data. There are
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limited techniques available for effective gen-
eral analysis and mining of complex behav-
iors, especially the representation and reason-
ing of complex behaviors, and the learning
and mining of coupled behaviors, behavior
networking, group behaviors, behavior con-
vergence and divergence, impact analysis of
group behaviors, and detection of complex
behavior interaction patterns in group behav-
iors.

• Complex environments: Next-generation
knowledge discovery will have to discover
knowledge in complex environments, mixing
elements of human, domain, organizational,
and societal factors. Environment complexi-
ties present characteristics such as dynamics
that need to be catered for in the architecture,
model, and process.

• Actionability measure: New performance
metrics will be developed to quantify the
actionability34 of KDD deliverables and ser-
vices which are dependable, user friendly
and business friendly, explainable, actionable,
reliable, safe, trustworthy, repeatable, and
transferable.

• Deliverable semantics: Besides patterns, the
delivery format and semantics will be im-
portant issues to study, so that not only are
the deliverables and properties of deliverables
specified, they can also be transparently and
seamlessly integrated into the operational en-
vironment for decision-making. Semantic in-
terfaces and services60 may be developed to
embed AKD deliverables into operational sys-
tems.

• Decision power: The decision power of AKD
deliverables is not determined by performance
such as accuracy; rather, it is the utility and
usability that can be directly taken over by
business people and plugged into the oper-
ational environment, leading to better deci-
sions or expected impact.

• AKD as service: Next-generation knowledge
discovery may work in a cloud environment,
which will trigger the development of knowl-
edge discovery as a service for problem-
solving and decision-making in an organi-
zation. In a more standard situation, rather
than fostering a knowledge discovery team in
every organization, knowledge discovery ser-
vices will be provided by AKD specialists in a
highly advanced knowledge discovery center.

This requires the development of correspond-
ing infrastructure, networking and privacy-
processing facilities, and protocols for defin-
ing, communicating, subscribing, and moni-
toring services.

AKD Architectures
To support the involvement of ubiquitous intelligence
and the delivery of actionable knowledge, it is essen-
tial to develop effective system architectures for con-
structing AKD systems, and effective techniques for
supporting AKD. In the following, we briefly intro-
duce a few flexible frameworks.14,17,47,48

Postanalysis-based AKD (PA-AKD)61,62 is a
two-step pattern extraction and refinement exercise.
First, generally interesting patterns (which we call
‘general patterns’) are mined from data sets by tech-
nical interestingness (to(), ts()) associated with the al-
gorithms used. The mined general patterns are then
pruned, distilled and summarized into operable busi-
ness rules (embedding actions) (which we call ‘deliv-
erables’) in terms of domain-specific business inter-
estingness (bo(), bs()) and involving domain and meta
knowledge.

Unified interestingness-based AKD (UI-AKD)
develops unified interestingness metrics, which are de-
fined for capturing and describing both business and
technical concerns. The mined patterns are further
converted into deliverables based on domain knowl-
edge and semantics. UI-AKD looks just the same as
the normal data mining process except for three inher-
ent characteristics. One is the interestingness system,
which combines technical significance (ti()) with busi-
ness expectations (bi()) into a unified AKD interesting-
ness system (i()). This unified interestingness system is
then used to extract truly interesting patterns. The sec-
ond is that domain knowledge and environment must
be considered in the data mining process. Finally, the
outputs are actionable patterns and operable business
rules.

Combined interestingness-based AKD (CM-
AKD) comprises multisteps of pattern extraction and
refinement on the whole data set. First, J steps of min-
ing are conducted based on business understanding,
data understanding, exploratory analysis, and goal
definition. Second, generally interesting patterns are
extracted based on technical significance (ti()) (or uni-
fied interestingness (i())) into a pattern sub-set (Pj) in
step j. Third, knowledge obtained in step j is fur-
ther fed into step j + 1 or relevant remaining steps
to guide the corresponding feature construction and
pattern mining (Pj+1). Fourth, after the completion of
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all individual mining procedures, all identified pattern
subsets are merged into a final pattern set based on
environment, domain knowledge, and business expec-
tations (bi). Finally, the merged patterns are converted
into business rules as final deliverables (patterns and
business rules) that reflect business preferences and
needs.

AKD Implementation
Corresponding AKD techniques are necessary to ful-
fill the methodology of AKD.

Constrained Knowledge Delivery Environment
Actionable knowledge is discovered in a constraint-
based context that mixes environmental reality, ex-
pectations, and constraints in the knowledge discov-
ery and delivery process. Specifically, several types of
constraints play a significant role in the AKD process:
domain constraints, data constraints, interestingness
constraints, and deliverable constraints. Efforts are
needed to develop both generic and domain-specific
tools and systems to cater for these constraints.

Cooperation between Human and KDD
Systems
The real-life requirements for discovering actionable
knowledge in a constraint-based environment deter-
mine that real-world data mining is more likely to
follow a man–machine-cooperation mode; in other
words, a human–mining cooperation rather than an
automated process and system. Human involvement
is embodied through the cooperation between hu-
mans (including users and business analysts, mainly
domain experts) and a data mining system. This is be-
cause of the complementation between human quali-
tative intelligence such as domain knowledge and field
supervision, and the quantitative intelligence of KDD
systems such as computational capabilities. There-
fore, real-world complex data mining presents as
a human–mining-cooperated interactive knowledge
discovery and delivery process. The tasks are to de-
velop theories and tools to support the involvement of
humans and human intelligence into an AKD system.

Interactive and Parallel KDD Support
To support AKD, it is important to develop inter-
active mining support that involves domain experts
and human–mining interaction. Interactive facilities
are also useful for evaluating data mining findings
by involving domain experts in a closed-loop man-
ner. On the other hand, parallel mining support is
often necessary for dealing with concurrent applica-

tions, distributed, and multiple data sources. In cases
with intensive computation requests, distributed and
parallel mining63 can greatly upgrade real-world data
mining performance. There are huge areas to explore
in terms of developing interactive, visual, parallel, and
distributed systems and tools for AKD in a complex
environment such as those involving multiple sources
of data, information, resources, and humans.

Closed-Loop and Iterative Refinement
Actionable knowledge discovery in a constraint-based
context is more likely to be a closed-loop process
rather than an open loop one. A closed-loop process
indicates that the outputs of data mining are fed back
to adjust/inform relevant parameter or factor tuning
in particular stages. It is worthwhile to study what
should be in the loop, how to engage and optimize
the components in the loop, and when to terminate
the iteration.

Mining In-Depth Patterns
Greater effort is essential to uncover in-depth patterns
in data. ‘In-depth patterns’ (or ‘deep patterns’) are not
straightforward and can only be discovered through
more powerful models following thorough data and
business understanding and effectively involving do-
main intelligence or expert guidance. An example is
to mine for insider trading patterns in capital mar-
kets. Without deep understanding of the business and
data, a naive approach is to analyze the price move-
ment change by partitioning data in terms of preevent,
on the event and postevent. A deeper pattern analysis
on such price difference analysis may involve domain
factors such as considering market or limit orders,
market impact, fusion of price, index and announce-
ment information, and checking the performance of
potential abnormal return, liquidity, volatility, and
correlation.

Post Mining
Post mining62 handles the following problems: How
to read and understand discovered patterns, which
are often in thousands or more? What are the most
interesting ones? Is the model accurate and what does
the model tell us? How should we use the rules, pat-
terns, and models? To answer these questions and
present useful knowledge to users, it is necessary to
conduct post mining to further analyze the learned
patterns, evaluate the built models, refine and pol-
ish the built models and discovered rules, summarize
them, and use visualization techniques to make them
easy to read and understand.
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Combined Mining
Combined mining48 is one of the general methods
of analyzing complex data for identifying complex
knowledge. The deliverables of combined mining are
combined patterns. For a given business problem (�),
we suppose there are the following key entities associ-
ated with it in discovering interesting knowledge for
business decision-support: data set D, feature set F,
method set R, interestingness set I, impact set T, and
pattern set P. On the basis of the above variables,
a general pattern discovery process can be described
as follows: patterns Pn,m,l are identified through data
mining method Rl deployed on features Fk from a
dataset Dk in terms of interestingness Im,l

48:

Pn,m,l : Rl (Fk) → Im,l , (9)

where n = 1, . . . , N; m = 1, . . . , M; l = 1, . . . , L.
From a high-level perspective, combined mining

represents a generic framework for mining complex
patterns in complex data.

Agent-Driven Actionable Knowledge Discovery
Agent-driven actionable knowledge
discovery53,59,64–70 can contribute to the problem-
solving of many data mining issues, for example, mul-
tiagent data mining infrastructure and architecture,
multiagent interactive mining, multiagent-based user
interaction, automated pattern mining, multiagent-
distributed data mining, multiagent dynamic mining,
multiagent mobility mining, multiagent multiple data
source mining, multiagent peer-to-peer data mining,
and multiagent web mining. Agent technology can
help with these challenges by involving autonomy,
interaction, dynamic selection and gathering, scal-
ability, multistrategy, and collaboration. Other
challenges include privacy, mobility, time constraint
(stream data, it is too late to extract and then mine),
and computational costs and performance requests.

Knowledge Discovery as Service
This is the era of efficiently mining for actionable
knowledge to support specific, ad hoc and intention-
driven needs for organizational decision-making by
involving distributed, highly heterogeneous, dynamic,
and ubiquitous intelligence in complex environments,
such as intranets, extranets, cloud, and grid. This will
require breakthroughs in managing and integrating
different resources from different channels, imple-
menting knowledge discovery as services, and making
services available for satisfying different and changing
requirements.

Knowledge Delivery
Well-experienced data mining professionals attribute
the weak executable capability of existing data mining
findings to the lack of proper tools and mechanisms
for implementing the ideal deployment of the resulting
models and algorithms by business users rather than
analysts. In fact, the barrier and gap comes from the
weak, if not nonexistent, capability of existing data
mining deployment systems and services, found in the
presentation, deliverable, and execution aspects. They
form the AKD delivery system, which is much beyond
the identified patterns and models themselves:

• Deliverable: studies how to deliver data min-
ing findings and systems to business users so
that the findings can be readily re-formatted,
transformed, or cut and pasted into their own
business systems to be presented on demand,
and ensures that the systems can be under-
stood and taken over by end users;

• Presentation: studies how to present data min-
ing findings that can be easily recognized, in-
terpreted, and taken over as needed;

• Execution: studies how to integrate data min-
ing findings and systems into production sys-
tems, and how the findings can be executed
easily and seamlessly in an operational envi-
ronment.

Supporting techniques need to be developed for
AKD presentation, deliverability, and execution. For
instance, the following lists some such techniques:

• Deliverable: business rules are widely used in
business organizations, and one method for
delivering patterns is to convert them into
business rules; for this, we can develop a tool
with underlying ontologies and semantics to
support the transfer from pattern to business
rules;

• Presentation: typical tools such as visualiza-
tion techniques are essentially helpful; visual
mining could support the whole data mining
process in a visual manner;

• Execution: tools to make deliverables exe-
cutable in an organization’s environment need
to be developed; one such effort is to generate
Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML)
to convert models to executables so that the
models can be integrated into production sys-
tems, and run on a regular basis to provide
cases for business management.
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TABLE 1 Basket Analysis Database

Sequence ID Date Customer Role Address Shopping Cart

C1 2011-10-1 Father A Beer, Diaper, Banana, Harry Potter, iPhone
C2 2011-10-2 Mum A Apple, Cherry, Blackberry, Plum
C3 2011-10-3 Son A Pencil Case, Rubber, Lego, Scooter
C4 2011-10-2 Mum B Pear, Cherry, Peach, Plum, Melon, Apple
C5 2011-10-4 Father B Beer, iPhone, Fish, Meat
C6 2011-10-1 Son B Scooter, Pen, Notebooks

• Communication plan: a document to craft
the right information, sell the right stories,
communicate the value of the deliverables
for targeted clients, and set up possible goals
to achieve, services, products, processes, and
tools to disseminate or share.29

AN EXAMPLE

Basket analysis is a typical application for illustrating
the power of association mining for business appli-
cations. In practice, frequent association rules such
as {diaper, beer} are arguably not profitable for a
department store because putting two such items as
these together would significantly reduce the potential
for purchasing other items on the way from the bottle
shop to the baby product section. In many countries,
it is even not permitted to put beer and diapers in the
same section.

Let us take a fruit retail shop as an example
and explain how to make rules more actionable. We
extract shopping transactions from 100 customers,
and identify the following association rules by using
the Apriori algorithm:

R1: {apple, banana, 95}
R2: {apple, apple-mango juice, 80}
R3: {apple, Harry Potter, 20}

Which rule would you choose if you were the
shop owner? According to the association rule theory,
R1 is recommended because it has the highest support.
In practice, no shop owner would follow this rule
to put apples and bananas on the same shelf, since
they are normally in the same section, and owners
may want to promote other fruit during a customer’s
search path from apple to banana. Thus, R1 should
be filtered. Let us further add the item price: apple—
$2/kg, apple–mango juice—$4/bottle, Harry Potter—
$39.99/copy. By adding the prices, we have R′

2 and
R′

3:

R′
2: {(apple, $2), (apple–mango juice, $4), 80}

R′
3: {(apple, $2), (Harry Potter, $39.99), 20}

Suppose each customer only definitely buys 1
unit per shopping, which rule would you choose if
you were the shop owner? Technically, R′

2 is recom-
mended because supp(R2) > supp(R3). From the rev-
enue perspective, R′

3 is more profitable: profit(R2) =
$48 > profit(R3) = $84. This shows the importance
of involving additional data and evaluating the busi-
ness impact of the findings during pattern mining.

The above findings arise from the traditional as-
sociation rule framework: frequency-based similarity
analysis, which treats transactions independently. In
reality, we know that different family members may
visit the same shopping center to purchase consum-
ables for the family’s use. This makes the transactions
from the same family dependent on each other. Let
us look at a retail database as shown in Table 1. If
min supp = 2, based on traditional association rule
mining, we have three shopping patterns for individ-
ual customers:

R4: {Beer, iPhone}
R5: {Cherry}
R6: {Scooter}

However, if we consider the dependency be-
tween customers in terms of family role and address:

C1-Father, C2-Mum, C3-Son;

C1-Mum, C2-Father, C3-Son;

C1.Address = C2.Address = C3.Address;

C4.Address = C5.Address = C6.Address;

and the constraint that a family member does not
purchase the same item that other members have pur-
chased for the same week:

C1.Week = C2.Week = C3.Week;

C4.Week = C5.Week = C6.Week;
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we have a single family shopping pattern:

R7: {Father: Beer, iPhone; Mum: Cherry; Son:
Scooter}

R4, R5, and R6 have the same concerns as R1.
By involving object relationships, obviously this fam-
ily pattern is more informative for a shopping center’s
marketing campaign. For instance, the following mar-
keting strategy may be designed to promote iPhone:

Definition 1 (Marketing Strategy 1)

If: Father buys Beer, Mum buys Cherry, and Son
buys Scooter

Then: 30% off for another iPhone

or a promotion pricing package for family shopping:

Definition 2 (Marketing Strategy 2)

Individual: Beer-$30/box, iPhone-$900, Cherry-
$15/kg, Scooter-$100

Package: Beer-$30/box, iPhone-$900, Cherry-
$15/kg, Scooter-$0

The above sample marketing strategies illustrate the
delivery of AKD-based association mining for im-
proving retail business.

CONCLUSION

AKD is a challenging and fundamental task in data
mining and the knowledge discovery revolution. It
involves discovering and delivering knowledge that
can be transparently and seamlessly incorporated
into an operational environment for smart infor-
mation use and decision-making. It is distinguished
from traditional data mining by the extensive in-
volvement of ubiquitous intelligence in the KDD pro-
cess, and the elevation of the decision power of the
findings.

AKD complement other data mining method-
ologies and techniques by explicitly involving human,
domain, organizational and social intelligence, and
their synthesis rather than simplifying or overlooking
these factors in the modeling and evaluation process.
This empowers the end user and decision-maker to
easily understand the outcomes, and take actions on
the findings to enable the transparent and seamless
integration of data mining outputs into operational
environment.

Direct engagement of ubiquitous intelligence
and the delivery of actionable knowledge into re-
search and development have not been investigated
fully, however. As a result, we are experiencing in-
creasing gaps and imbalance between business expec-
tation and problem-solving needs and research focus
and deliverables. We argue that this is because much
of the research has been driven by innovating algo-
rithms and exploring new data complexities, rather
than focusing on the intrinsic complexities and chal-
lenges of the underlying problems and the expecta-
tions from enterprise applications.

With the already substantial development of al-
gorithms and techniques, next-generation data min-
ing will arguably benefit from practice-based research
innovation and development, concentration on the
underlying business problem itself, reduction of over-
simplification and abstraction of the problem in con-
structing solutions, and in-depth observations of core
challenges. This may lead to breakthrough method-
ology and techniques for data mining, and render
the outputs workable and actionable for real-life
problem-solving.

Many opportunities may materialize during the
deep investigation of fundamental problems. These
may lie in those areas widely explored, such as the
involvement of domain knowledge in the dynamic
data mining process, as well as emerging issues such
as engaging organizational and social intelligence in
the KDD modeling process. This makes furthering
the paradigm shift from knowledge discovery toward
AKD a very promising proposition.
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